CREPING SYSTEM REPLACEMENT

Flexible, safer, performing: Essity Lucca1
entrusts the creping of PM3 to Oradoc
By Sara Giunchi, Communication Manager, Oradoc Srl
The design, manufacture, installation
(and not forgetting the ongoing
service and support) of complex
cleaning and creping solutions for
the paper and tissue industry has
been a speciality of Oradoc srl for
more than 30 years. The company’s
expertise has only managed to grow
so successfully due to the very
close partnerships it establishes and
maintains with each customer.
Beginning with the analysis and the
comparison of different requests,
ORADOC has developed specific
technical solutions tailored for
different production and process
needs, in order to provide its
customers with tangible and
measurable results.
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Oradoc and Essity already enjoyed
a relationship stretching back many
years: at the Lucca1 plant, all 4 tissue
machines – PM1 and PM2 in single
format, PM3 and PM4 in double
format – are equipped with Oradoc
creping doctoring systems. In regards
to PM3, the original blade holder was
a rigid one, but the creping position
was changed in 1997 to a flexible

Figure 2. Oradoc technicians checking blade angle.
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recently taken to change not only the
blade holder, but the whole creping
system; this was to include the
doctor back, pneumatic cylinders as
well as other accessories.
A similar upgrade had already
been carried out in 2014 on PM4,
equipping the full installation with
the innovative, semiautomatic blade
extraction system.
For the PM3 upgrade, Oradoc
supplied the full creping system:
blade holder with loading tube

Figure 3. OraCrepe blade holder installed on Yankee roll.
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to satisfactorily test both the quality
and a new range of products with a
maximum machine speed of 1750m/
min. The new, flexible doctoring
solution guaranteed a more efficient
control of the creping process; in
addition, this solution has helped
improve the service life of ceramic
blades, which themselves proved
more durable.
Finally, it should be noted that the
safety risks for the operator have been
significantly reduced with the new
blade extraction device; operators are
now able to carry out this task in a far
safer environment than before.
Based upon mutual trust combined
with clearly measurable benefits, the
Oradoc & Essity partnership continues!

Figure 4. Detail of blade extraction device.

Figure 5. Essity Maintenance Leader setting pressure regulation on Oradoc control panel.
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